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Topics for today
What are Alternative Local Standards?
Definition
Two options
When are Alternative Local Standards appropriate?
What elements of the rule can be modified through
Alternative Local Standards?
What is the process for Alternative Local Standards
adoption?

WHAT ARE ALTERNATIVE
LOCAL STANDARDS?

History, options, where appropriate
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History of Alternative local standards
1997 – ALS provision included in Minnesota Statutes 115.55 to
allow a county to adopt less restrictive standards in areas with low
population density and other factors.
This was implemented in only a few counties
2012 – Second amendment to statute to allow counties to use the
2006 version of Minnesota Rule ch 7080 for systems with flow
under 2500 gallons per day with residential-strength waste as
ALS county-wide.
This is being built into some county ordinances now
Alternative Local Standards are an option for LGUs, but to date,
most have chosen to adopt the current state standards into their
ordinances.

What are Alternative Local Standards?
Alternative Local Standards are locally-adopted technical
standards which are different from the state rule that’s in effect
today.
There are two options for ALS:

• Less-restrictive standards for areas of low population density

(1997); not allowed in Shoreland or for food, beverage or lodging
facilities. Counties can adopt ALS for existing systems and/or for
new systems.
• Standards based on the 2006 rule instead of the current rule
(2012); allowed anywhere in the county for new systems.
Any Local Government can adopt more restrictive requirements –
these are not Alternative Local Standards. Only those standards
that may be less restrictive are called ALS.
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When are alternative local standards
appropriate?
ALS provides counties with flexibility in implementation of a
SSTS ordinance which is based on local conditions
The choice of developing ALS is determined by the county;
cities and towns cannot be less restrictive than the county’s
ordinance
ALS can be used to adjust technical requirements that are
not viewed as essential to meeting public and environmental
health outcomes such as observation pipes, cleanouts and
longer baffles. Most of these elements are included in the
rule to increase system longevity and reliability.

WHICH RULE REQUIREMENTS CAN BE
MODIFIED THROUGH ALS?

What ALS can address; limitations;
required elements
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What can be modified through ALS?
Original ALS for New Systems

• May change any technical

element, however…
• All have focused on
reducing the required
separation to 2 ft.
• Must demonstrate that the
new standards protect
public health and the
environment

2012 ALS

• Based on 2006 rule in all

areas except…
• Current rule standards to
be used for:
• Registered tanks
• Registered treatment
products and media
• Standards for systems
over 2500 gpd and
systems with high
strength waste

Where can ALS apply?
Original ALS for New Systems

• Areas of continued low

population density (no
growth)
• Must be designated on
map
• Not in Shoreland, for
systems serving food,
beverage or lodging, or in
wellhead protection areas

2012 ALS

• Anywhere in county
• Any system under 2,500

gallons with residentialstrength waste
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Required elements of ALS
Original ALS for New Systems

• Documentation of how the

ALS protects public health
based on specific criteria
• Map showing where apply
• Counties choosing this
option need to think
through how these
standards will affect
compliance inspections,
etc. and build in processes
to address any differences.

2012 ALS

• No additional

documentation
• Must adopt elements of
current rule in addition to
2006 rule:
• Registered tanks
• Registered products
• Standards for systems
over 2,500 gpd
• Standards for highstrength waste

PROCESS FOR ALS
ADOPTION

Differences from the Ordinance
Adoption procedures in Session 6…
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Ordinance adoption
• Please refer to Talk Six in this series for information on

ordinance checklists, etc. This describes the procedures for
all ordinances, including those with Alternative Local
Standards.

• Ordinances with Alternative Local standards have some

additional steps, described in the following slides.

• These steps are different for 1997 ALS and 2012 ALS.

Ordinance eligibility
Original ALS for New Systems

• Only in areas of sustained

and projected low
population density
• Local conditions must
make meeting state
standards unreasonable
• Cannot conflict with state
law (well setbacks,
Shoreland rules, etc.)

2012 ALS

• Local option open to any

county
• Do not need to prove any
conditions required for
1997 ALS
• 2006 rules do not conflict
with other state laws so
nothing to worry about
here
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Ordinance submittal
Original ALS for New Systems

• Submit draft standards to

county local water
planning committee for
review
• Submit to MPCA 30 days
before adoption for review
• Include documentation of
low density and how public
health and environment
are protected

2012 ALS

• Follow procedure for

standard ordinances
described in Talk Six

Compliance criteria for existing systems
Original ALS for Existing Systems
• Any county can develop

alternate definition of a
compliant existing system
through ALS – not just low
population density
• Must still be protective of
human health and
environment and not for
Shoreland, etc.
• This would be useful in
counties that allow 2’ of
separation for new systems
through ALS

2012 ALS

• Compliance criteria were

the same in the 2006 and
current rules so there is
nothing to change here
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Can a county do both 1997 and 2012 ALS?
Yes, but their ordinance would be quite complex and people
could have a hard time figuring out which standards to use
where.

The simplest ordinance
just uses the current
state standards – this
is what is trained at
the University and the
version that MPCA
Information supports.

SUMMARY
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Summary
 Alternative Local Standards are referred to as ALS and are less

restrictive that the current rules.

 If a local SSTS ordinance has more restrictive standards than

the current state rules, these standards are not considered an
Alternative Local Standard.

 There are two options for a local unit of government to

considered adopting Alternative Local Standards.

 Alternative Local Standards may make local SSTS programs

confusing as it is implemented at the local level.

 Our goal has been to have a state-wide code, with some

variation in local requirements based on local conditions.
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